BACKGROUND
The world of magic exists behind the scenes. Or from the perspective of wizards, they’ve carefully tucked away the mundane world to protect themselves. But this isolation isn’t easy. Separation doesn’t come only via distance, fae glamours, or cute enchantments. It relies on a large and complex bureaucracy, a regulating institution safeguarding both sides from one another, though without the permission of those lacking magical talent. This institution is called The Authority of Sorcerous Affairs, otherwise called The Authority, and it has many arms, many branches, many agents.
Among the most feared are the members of the Order of Magi Isolates, the OMI. They live outside the magical world, dwelling in the mundane for stretches of time. They’re not the Authority’s sleeper agents. Instead they’re active and forced to deal with deadly dangers. They watch for rogue supernaturals, stray mundanes uncovering bits of power, and incursions from beyond. Most of all they watch for wizards. Sorcerers of dark intent using their talents for gain, magic world criminals seeking a means of escape, and most problematically for the OMI, those who simply do not wish to live under the rule of The Authority.
One might imagine that OMI agents would be hailed as heroes, given their dedication and the sacrifices they make working outside the Bright World, the world of magic. But that’s not the case. Such work makes them strange to others and to themselves. They exist in a liminal state, moving between the Magic and Modernity. Susceptible to the force of wyrd and fate, magicians in the outside world can have their essences turned and twisted by their efforts. Outside of the rules, structures, and restraints of The Authority, magic becomes chaotic. OMI agents lose gifts from both sides, becoming unable to use technological devices and/or forgetting magical talents. But more subtly and insidiously the tensions inherent in their work make the OMI operatives alien to both magicians and the mundane.
GAME PLAY
In this game players take the role of OMI agents. They’re caught between two worlds trying to protect both. They try to contain and control magic in The Dim World of the mundanes, while keeping connections with their old lives in The Bright World. However, the more they fight these battles, the more their soul and essence may become changed and corrupted. Novice agents have wondrous gifts but gamble those talents for their soul.
The group can dial the setting to anywhere from magic cop protector, to supernatural detectives making tough choices to disillusioned officers of a corrupt system. The group should discuss that before playing. 
The mechanics of the game treat magic simply, with spells and effects as a fiction to carry out actions. The system focuses more on questions of “corruption” of several kinds and the impact it has on characters.
This game requires one player to GM and at least one player to be an OMI Agent.  The game also requires a bunch of six-sided dice.
SETTING
Decide between the players on a city to be the main setting for the game.  It should be a substantial urban setting. This could be where the game is actually being played, someplace they've visited (or never at all), or a fictional city if that would be preferred.
Each player, including the GM, answers the following questions about the setting:
	How does the city connect to the Bright World? Are there outposts and small places hidden away? Or is there a larger secret bureaucracy and world behind the scenes? This helps determine how much interference they can expect vs. how isolated they might be.

How do persons usually move between the Bright World and the city? 
What are some magical threats or factions within the city?
Where are some places of arcane power or the strange?
All answers are presented as options, and other players may make suggestions regarding them, or veto them if needed.
Example: Bernard, Amit, and Maria have decided to set their game in Dawson, YT.  They have decided that this place is relatively isolated from the main hubs of the Bright World. They decide that most of the outposts of the Bright World have their own secret rituals to enter. But Mages may pass through any artificial body of water (pond, pool, fountain) to enter a kind of way-station on the otherside.  
Recent weirdness in Dawson has included the ghosts of the dead miners from the gold rush, the spirits of the encroaching wilderness, and a cabal that had begun with a group of bored teenagers, but which has now become dark and secretive. Maria has suggested one threat could revolve around native shamans, but Amit did not feel comfortable with this kind of depiction of a living culture.
The group comes up with a magical lair left behind after recent conflicts between mages in the Bright World, a charitable house for assisting magical refugees from the Shadow Realm, and a small satellite campus for one of the magical schools where students do graduate study of some kind. They leave what that entails to the GM.
CHARACTER CREATION
Magic comes from a combination of will, talent and training, represented by Passions, Traits, and Magics. 
Investigators tap into these to draw their powers.  Passions represent obsessions with and connections to the world. Traits represent native skills and strengths, or physical training and abilities. Magics represent the kinds spells they can cast. 
Each character begins with six “Talent Lines,” two for each of these areas. Each Talent Line has a name and several qualities associated with it in parenthesis. For example:
Inquisitive (curious, observant, nosy, patient watcher)
Wickets & Imps Player (tackler, strong blocker, quick dash, take a hit)
Nature Magics (control plant, speed growth, camouflage, plant speech)
Each character must have at least one “negative” Passion, representing something which might get them into trouble. This should revolve around the kinds of stories that player enjoys (relationship drama, personal trials, etc). Their other passion may be negative, but doesn’t have to be. 
GMs running one-shots should provide pre-made Talent Lines and let players pick or draft them. For a longer campaign, players should make their own. Players don’t have to fill everything out at the start. They may pick talent name and one or two qualities, and come up with the rest in play. Talent Lines are abstract, but if the GM feels a has been written too broadly and the player relies solely on it, they may negotiate about changing it after the session. 
Example Talent Lines
Passions: Reputation (Well Known), Friendship (Personable), Mercy (Beloved), Exploration (Make a Map), Meeting New People (Network of Contacts)
Passions (Negative): Obsession (Distracted), Insecurity (Why Me?), Jealousy (Why Her?), Bossiness (Micromanager), Drinker (Hungover)
Traits: Chaser (Jump the Fence), Wandfighter (Fast Draw), Persuader (Cop Talk), Resilient (Roll with the Blow), Thief (Spot Security), Administrator (Deal with Bureaucrat), Monster Lore (Spot Tracks)
Magics: Illusions (Realistic), Fire Magics (Move Flame), Protections (Turn Blade), Body Enhancement (Jumping), Deceptions (Cloud Mind), Earth Magics (Cracks Call), Healing (Close Wound)
EFFECTS AND CORRUPTION
Players have several tracks which begin the game at zero (Magicitude & Mundanity; Bright, and Dim). 
Magicitude & Mundanity are two ends of a social spectrum. They have a parallel score. So a +2 Magicitude effectively means a -2 Mundanity.  These shift back and forth in play. 
Magicitude represents how “wizardy” at PC is.  The further on this side, the better other wizards get along the character, or more importantly, the more they accept them. Mundanity represents how normal the PC appears. It affects the view of people in the Dim World. A higher score in that means the less weird the PC appears to be. When dealing with NPCs, the GM may roll a d6. If they roll below the rating for the opposite side, then that NPC may become hostile, scared, or weirded out. 
Some of this is social, but it can also be physical. For example: Example: Amit's character, Joseph, needs to protect his sister Mia. He grows wings to fly them away from danger. In the course of this he gains a point of Mundanity. Later fellow wizards may notice his once pristine feathered wings now produce a thick black oil at the base of the feathers. If he gained a point of Magicitude, normal people might notice feather weirdly dropping out of his sleeves from time to time. 
Bright & Dim each have their own tracks. Bright shows how much magic has tangled a wizard’s soul. Dim shows how much mundane existence has burned away their magic. These values increase but never decrease. 
For point of Bright gained, roll on the Bright Chart. The character can no longer use that technology. Their presence interferes with it. If someone rolls the same thing twice, their very presence causes all instances of that tech to fail around them. Likewise, for each point of Dim gained, roll on the Dim chart. They can no longer influence this with magic. A repeated result means their very presence causes all uses of that to fail around them.
ACTIONS
In play, players declare their action and/or intent. From this, the GM decides if a test is necessary. Standard or non-challenging actions shouldn’t require one. Difficult or opposed actions require rolling dice to perform a test. 
About Investigations: This game involves detective work, so players often check a scene for clues, analyze patterns, research, and get the word on the street. When players do this, they should gain some basic information without a roll. They can make a test to gain additional or deeper information, but risk Fallout (see below). Investigations information may be that something isn’t the case. Eliminating false leads can be vital.
The GM sets a difficulty for any test” 
1 Difficult
2 Challenging
3 Really Tough
4 Crazy Hard
5 Your GM’s a Sadist  
A player must roll this many successes in their “Dice Pool” to succeed. A success is a 4, 5, or 6 rolled on any die in the pool. As well some tests may be “Risky.” In this case, a tie means they complete the action, but take Fallout. 
Any pool begins with one die. Players then pick one of their Talent Lines related to the action. That Talent Line grants them one die automatically. Then for each descriptor under that line which fits with their action, they add an additional die. GMs should negotiate about what fits. Players must explain how it applies and describe what they do. The GM has final say on the pool. 
Players roll all the dice in their pool and count successes. If they have successes equal to or better than the difficulty, they accomplish their action. If not, they fail and the GM may narrate Fallout. If this is Risky test and they roll successes above the difficulty, they carry out their action.  If Risky and they roll below, they fail and take Fallout. If Risky and they roll exactly what they need, they accomplish the action but also take Fallout. 
Usually players usually can only call on one Talent Line. However they may also call on their negative Passion to add additional dice. They get one bonus die and may add one more die for each connected descriptor. When players do this, they automatically suffer additional an additional Fallout. 
Other players may assist an action. For each additional assistant, add one die. Time, location, physical limits, and other factors may keep someone from helping. Any Fallout dealt for a failure/tie hits all those involved equally. 
Conflict’s handled the same way as actions. The GM doesn’t roll for the opposition, but sets a difficulty. Success means the player may inflict an effect or condition on the enemy. Standard adversaries can be taken out with a single condition. Bigger baddies may require inflicting several conditions before applying a K.O. effect (like killed or banished). 
FALLOUT
When characters take Fallout, the GM assigns an effect:
*Add one to Bright or Dim score. They roll on the appropriate table and lose that ability. These scores have no maximum, but characters may eventually become ineffective and forced to retire. 
*Add one point of Magicitude or Mundanity.  This may move the tracks towards the center. For example a character with a Magicitude of 2 who adds a point of Mundanity, now has a Magicitude of 1. These ratings go up to 6. Characters with a Magicitude of 6 can’t function in the Dim World and will be recalled. Characters with a Mundanity of 6 will be consigned to a desk job and forgotten. 
*Apply a condition to the character. Conditions represent damage or mental effects. So a character might be Injured, Scared, or Exhausted. Conditions don’t give penalties unless they get worse. This happens if they take the same condition again or don’t take time to rest and recover. A worsened condition increases the difficulty of all tests by one. If a character with a worsened condition takes another like condition or doesn’t rest, they are taken out after the scene. This could mean death or permanent debilitation (losing Talent Line descriptors). 
The GM decides what Fallout’s appropriate, allowing the situation to guide them. 
LIMITS OF MAGIC
Teleportation: Possible, but challenging.
Alter Mechanical Surveillance: A common technique for OMI agents, providing they’re aware of the surveillance. 
Memory Magics: The intensity, duration, and time since the events affects the difficulty of altering memories. Clever and fitting stories assist. Repeated alterations can cause damage. 
Tracing: Those with magical talents hide in dense urban centers for the usual reasons of anonymity. But often they’re connected to networks or support systems for fellow rogue wizards. More importantly the density of souls and psychic energy impedes magical tracking. Players may have to develop work arounds or ways to track ripples. 
ADVANCEMENT
After a session, players gain an advancement point. At the conclusion of a bigger story or arc, they gain an additional point. Players may add a new descriptor to a talent at a cost of 1pt for the first one added to that talent, 2pt for the second one added, and so on. Players may buy a new Talent Line. This costs 3pts and it begins with three descriptors. If players wish to rewrite descriptors for a Talent Line, they pay 1pt to edit some or all of those for one talent. Players may also spend 1pt to reduce their Magicitude or Mundanity by one. 
FOES
Black Wizards: The OMI’s stated mission focuses on such threats: wizards with a sinister agenda for control and domination. Often such foes have been involved with conspiracies for control and power, especially related to the White Watchman. The fall of their sinister leader, just short of his ultimate domination, scattered many to the winds. Some Black Wizards claim to have been forced to join, while others clearly served at his behest. True Black Wizards revel in their power in the Dim World. They clear themselves of corruption by dark means unavailable to OMI agents: sacrifices, pacts with outsiders, and passing energies on to mundanes through curses.
Petty Hedgers: Sometimes the nefarious aren’t quite so dangerous. From time to time the half-skilled decide they can do better in the Dim World. They use their talents to con, fleece, and steal from Dimmers. Sometimes they have a previous record as scam artists in the Bright World, but often they believe they’re the first to consider hopping over and taking advantage of the mundanes. Depending on their crimes and personality, OMI agents may co-opt Petty Hedgers as informants and snoops.
Unreconciled Wizards: Some Wizards simply resent and fear the control of The Authority and other The Bright World Institutions. They ignore the importance of these to sustaining and protecting both sides. Perhaps they dislike the testing and slotting of wizards into schools and career roles. Unreconciled Wizards imagine they can be free in the Dim World, perhaps even by eschewing magic there. But eventually they become a danger to themselves and others.
Rival Agents of The Authority: With a bureaucracy this large, inevitably overlap occurs. In this case, one tentacle doesn’t know what another is doing. This can put them at odds, especially if a foreign department’s pursuing a hidden agenda or employing more aggressive tactics. 
Demons: Infernal things exist, forces of darkness which can be summoned for power. What the OMI calls demons represents a large class of outsiders. They can be drawn by accident or be called. They can attach themselves to an unwary host, slowly corrupting them and everything around them.
Exiles from the Shadow Realm: While many magical creatures live in The Bright World, they have origin in The Shadow Realm. In the past, they moved back and forth between these places. However the recent magical conflicts brought Azscabarous, second to The White Watchman, into power. He has ruthlessly exerted control over those peoples. Many fled to the Bright and Dim Worlds, creating an influx The Authority has yet to get a handle on. The OMI works to shut down existing passages and places of contact with the Shadow Realm. But many refugees don’t want those closed, hoping to eventually rescue their families. The current influx has meant most Dim cities have some kind of Wyrdtown, where the OMI try to contain the exiles.
Dangerous Supernaturals: Vampires, werewolves, mummies, yeti, all of the classic beasts of magic can become ravenous. Sometimes they start deadly, escaping supervision or containment in the Bright World. Other times more benign creatures become poisoned or maddened by the Dim World. Unfortunately like calls to like, so a city full of rogue wizards can draw these things to it.
BRIGHT TABLE (roll 2d6)
11	GM’s Choice
12	Cell Phones
13	Tablet Computers
14	Gaming Devices
15	Stoves
16	Microwaves
21	Copiers/Scanners
22	Guns
23	Radios
24	Electric Irons
25	Refrigerators
26	Automated Doors
31	Intercoms
32	Electric Tools (drills, screwdrivers)
33	Electric Bathroom Amenities (hair dryer, shaver)
34	Light Switches
35	Heaters/Fans
36	Touchpads
41	Televisions	
42	Telephones
43	Credit Cards
44	Headphones
45	Bicycles
46	Gardening Tools (mowers, blowers)
51	Binoculars/Telescopes	
52	Light Bulbs
53	Recording Devices
54	Coffee Makers
55	Electrical Heaters (hotplates, tea kettles, heat pads)
56	Mechanical Locks
61	Computers
62	Microphones
63	Cameras
64	Motorcycles
65	Cars
66	Player’s Choice

DIM TABLE (roll 2d6)
11	GM’s Choice
12	Affect Fire
13	Move Objects
14	Strengthen Objects
15	Weaken Objects
16	Affect Plants
21	Affect Earth
22	Affect Plastic
23	Invisibility
24	Affect Metals
25	Affect Animals
26	Involve Blood
31	Affect Water
32	Control Sounds
33	Fly
34	Affect Memories
35	Teleport
36	Affect Emotions
41	Affect Air	
42	Detections
43	Strength Persons
44	Weaken Persons
45	Technology
46	Time
51	Affect Water	
52	Dispelling
53	Alerts & Warnings
54	Affect Curses
55	Knowledge
56	Light/Dark 
61	Create Images
62	Supernatural Creatures
63	Protections
64	Wizards
65	Mundanes
66	Player’s Choice

INSPIRATION
Constantine, Hellblazer, Men in Black, Harry Potter, The Books of Magic, Harry Dresden, Mage: The Ascension, Ars Magica, Fables, Lady Blackbird
Stage Three Designer Note: The designer for stage two chose to rewrite the stage one design rather than add to it. Hence the slight shortness of this final version.


